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REsearch Across the Curriculum
In the second Research Across the Curriculum session, the
ninth graders visited the LC in their World History class. They
learned about evaluating sources in order to add
annotations to their Works Cited pages. I asked them to
expand their research horizons by looking for information in
the Gale databases and showed them how to find and cite
images for their posters using Britannica.
Ms. Charette’s students investigated different world religions
and shared their findings in a Canva poster. In their research,
the scholars answered four specific questions about the
religion they selected.
1.
2.
3.
4.

When and how did this religion originate?
What are the basic beliefs of this religion?
Describe a historic event that specifically
affected the followers of this religion.
Describe an important holiday or custom
observed by the followers of this religion.

Mr. Scarlata’s World History freshmen will
complete a similar project for their unit on
Ancient Greece.

_______________________________________________________________________________
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Ms. Charette’s World History I scholars research

Take a selfie with your favorite book and add it to

World Religions.

the Book Selfie Wall of Fame in the LC.

Did you Know?
Did you know that in Sweden families do not leave out plates of
cookies for Santa Claus. Instead, they provide bowls of julgröt
(Christmas porridge) for their household tomte (gnomes). According
to Scandanavian legend, remote farms are inhabited by tiny, elderly
and industrious guardians, who watch over the household and barn
animals.
Read more about these beloved figures of nordic folklore on the
Scandium (a respected purveyor of Scandanavian design and
furniture) website.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Spotlight on the Collection - Databases
Thanks to our membership in the Massachusetts Library System, everyone in our school
community has access to a full suite of databases maintained by the Gale publishing group.
Each database focuses on a particular area of study. Students and faculty will find magazine
and journal articles, reference works, newspaper articles, biographies, and much more
covering a wide array of topics including everything from general reference, health and
medicine and current events to pop culture, home improvement and gender studies.
One popular database is World History in Context. Users can conduct basic or advanced
searches using different combinations of keywords or browse an alphabetical list of topics.
Either method will produce a collection of links to pertinent articles. The results are grouped
by resource type: featured content, reference, biographies, primary sources, images, audio,
magazines, news, academic journals, case overviews and websites. Researchers can also
explore Related Topics.
Recently, I browsed the World History topics and decided to read more about the Greek poet,
Homer. As I scrolled through the results, neatly organized on a page devoted solely to my
chosen topic, an article about ancient geography, “The Physical World of Homer,“ caught my
eye. After reading about the accepted view of the world (a flat disc on which Europe, Asia and
Africa are surrounded by the river, Ocean) in archaic Greece, I followed the links to additional
related articles and related subjects. I discovered a series of biographies about travelers,
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mapmakers and geographers from antiquity.
World History in Context and the other Gale
databases, provide a wealth of easily located,
reliable and scholarly information for your
students.
Mr. Scarlata’s freshmen will research Ancient
Greece using this online resource for the
second session of Research Across the
Curriculum.
_______________________________________________________________________________
What are you Reading?
My favorite question to ask and to answer in daily conversation is, “What are you reading?”
Since I was feeling creatively ambitious this week, I spent some time revamping the LC blog
page on the school website.

Rather appropriately, the blog is called What Are You
Reading? Within our SJP family, we have cultivated a reading
community that is centered in the Learning Commons. Read
this blog to discover what titles the LC book clubs are talking
about, peruse book reviews and find suggestions for what to
read next.
If you would like to be a guest contributor to the blog, please
write a book review, a reflection on your reading life or an
essay and send it along to me. All voices are welcome!
_______________________________________________________________________________

The Parent-Faculty Book Club
read Chances Are by Richard
Russo in November.
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Mr. Poponyak’s Christmas tree added
a festive touch to the LC during December.

The Latin III scholars worked on a
Podcast research project during
Q2.
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Sophomore cross-curricular Research project
The Grade 10 PLC has designed a cross-curricular
research project for our sophomores, which is
underway this year. The assignment requires the
students to fully investigate possible future careers.
Ms. Gipson kicked off the cross-curricular unit in her
STEAM classes. To date, the students have submitted a
slide presentation identifying their career choice and
created a career plan. The students have selected a
variety of fascinating career paths to follow, including
registered nurse, detective, transportation engineer,
veterinarian and forensic pathologist . They have
shared what they have discovered about their
possible career in an infographic that outlines the
steps they will have to take in high school, in college
and beyond to prepare themselves and gain the
educational background and qualifications to
succeed in their chosen field.
Mr. Patolia, Mr. Kaplan, Ms. Scorza and Ms. Daly will continue the project over the spring
semester with assignments pertinent to their particular disciplines.
The LC is providing support for the students and their teachers with book displays, research
instruction and online resource guides.
_______________________________________________________________________________
SJPLC RESOURCE GUIDES
Have you planned an upcoming research project for your students? Do they need some
guidance on where and how to search for information? I am happy to collaborate with you
by creating and sharing with you a Resource Guide for the topic your scholars are exploring.
Each guide contains suggested print and online
resources from the SJP collection that will be helpful
for the particular project, as well as recommended
websites. I have also included information about the
MLA format, using advanced search strategies,
evaluating sources and citing images on the guides.
Each guide is formatted as a hyper-doc, so students
can click on links to access outside resources like the
Purdue OWL documentation style guide.
Everyone can access the Resource Guides on the SJPLC website.
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